SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Capture, Customize, Distribute

Serve by So˜docs allows educational institutions
to reimagine time-intensive, document-related
processes with the creation of new e˜iciencies
in print output and communications.
Through this education-focused print solution,
institutions customize laser print output, enhance
ERP functionality and boost ROI, by networking
printing processes with digital document delivery.
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Extend your printing capabilities
and embrace digital document
delivery with Serve by So˜docs,
the education-focused provider
of ECM solutions.
Hundreds of colleges,

universities and K-12 districts leverage Serve to automate
and improve ine°icient document delivery processes. Employees at these institutions spend less
time processing, filing or searching for documents, and more time on student service and other
pressing tasks. Documents are delivered more quickly and at a much lower cost, without a need
for pre-printed business forms.
With print output customization through Serve, the clarity of your overall brand improves
and you gain full control over your content-from capture through distribution.
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Raw print output is captured from your ERP
solution or Etrieve Forms

How It Works:
˛ Graphically enhances your institution’s
print output
˛ Imports data from your ERP or Etrieve Forms
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Optional Designer allows your team to create
custom documents

˛ Creates e-form templates and maps data
streams with floating blocks of text
˛ Merges up to 8 disparate documents
into a single file
˛ Directs output to any network printer or
splits data between multiple printers
˛ Laser prints documents with signatures,
logos and MICR bank information
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Customized output is ready for laser printing on
pressure seal or cut sheet stock

˛ Sorts records or creates reports based
on user-defined triggers
˛ Automatically faxes or emails documents
to multiple recipients
˛ Exports directly into Etrieve Content for
document retrieval

Serve can be utilized as a standalone solution, or in conjunction with So˜docs’ Etrieve
platform which provides document management, electronic forms and workflow capabilities.
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